Hotel Indigo
Tulsa, Oklahoma

Custom lighting from Casey Architectural Lighting uniquely fits the vibe of the local neighborhood.
Located on Santa Fe Square in Tulsa’s down-to-earth Blue Dome District, Hotel Indigo Tulsa capture’s the local art,
music and industry in the design of the property. GH2 Architects chose Casey Architectural Lighting to provide
custom lighting for the project.
Globes are mounted to a square tube structure as suspended from the ceiling with cable in the Prospect Bar.
Industrial RLM’s throughout the lobby corridors and seating areas, mount to the wall with custom arms.
Ring chandeliers with 24-lamps illuminate the elevator lobby and snack bar. The copper powder coat finish
simulates a copper plated look.
Column mount medium base socket fixtures, also with a copper powder coat finish, clamp to columns in the lobby.
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Whether a large or small project, we can meet your custom lighting needs.

No matter the venue you are lighting, the creative design team at Casey Architectural
Lighting is there to assist. Whether you have a design concept in mind or you need creative
assistance in developing an attractive design element for your project, our creative team is
there for you.

The process first begins with meeting the illumination requirements to ensure that the lighting is
not just a design element, but also effectively meeting your lighting needs.

Once the illumination specifications are met we then turn our full creative design talents to
making the lighting fit seamlessly into your project.

Scale, aesthetics, finishes, quality in workmanship, ease of installation and maintenance, and
safety are all given stringent consideration on our way to the final design.

Delivery and installation of the final product is always exciting, as the culmination of concept,
design, fabrication, finishing, assembly, testing, and installation all come together to complete
your vision.

Some projects have such unique and complex requirements that we send some of our
lighting experts on site to advise and assist with any field assembly and installation. While not
every project will require this, rest assured that we provide whatever level of support is needed
to complete your project.
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